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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO02051714A2] The invention relates to a merchandise container, particularly one used for receiving and supplying spices, comprising a
reservoir on which a retaining head is displaceably mounted, and which also comprises a mounted cover on the retaining head pivoting between a
closing position and an opening position. In the open position, a discharge opening formed on the retaining head is opened, said cover comprising
a closing part and an actuating part joined thereto. The aim of the invention is to improve a merchandise container of said type in order to enable a
simple and secure closing of the discharge opening when it is in the closed position, and defined distribution of the bulk merchandise when in an
open position. According to the invention, the closing part is surrounded by a rim forming a projecting edge protruding from the retaining head at
least in the area of the opening, when it is in a closed position, and is placed with the underneath thereof on an essentially level base of a recess
inside the rim.
[origin: WO02051714A2] The invention relates to a merchandise container (1), particularly one used for receiving and supplying spices, comprising
a reservoir (2) on which a retaining head (3) is displaceably mounted, and which also comprises a mounted cover (6) on the retaining head pivoting
between a closing position and an opening position. In the open position, a discharge opening formed on the retaining head is opened (7), said
cover comprising a closing part (8) and an actuating part (9) joined thereto. The aim of the invention is to improve a merchandise container of said
type in order to enable simple and secure closing of the discharge opening when it is in the closed position, and defined distribution of the bulk
merchandise when in an open position. According to the invention, the closing part is surrounded by a rim (11) forming a projecting edge (10)
protruding from the retaining head at least in the area of the discharge opening, when it is in a closed position, and is placed with the underneath
thereof on an essentially level base of a recess (14) inside the rim.
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